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If you didn’t know already, Atlantic
Canada is a region with one of the
longest traditions of community
enterprise in the country, yet among
the most weakly represented in the
membership of the Canadian
Community Economic Development
Network (CCEDNet). This past
winter maybe one in ten members or
member-associates was working out
of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick,
Prince Edward Island, or
Newfoundland and Labrador. A
small number indeed.

Making St. John’s, Newfoundland and
Labrador (NL) the venue for the 2007
National CED Conference this April was
therefore a gamble. CCEDNet gambled
that the people it knows would still go,
despite the long trip. It also gambled on

the local host, Futures in Newfoundland
and Labrador Youth. FINALY! is a
provincial organization similar in size to
CCEDNet (something over 800 mem-
bers), a little bit older, and wholly
dissimilar in membership. All FINALY!
members are 15-30 years of age. Until this
spring many CCEDNet members had
never heard of it; in the eyes of many
people who knew of the organization, it
was a very large youth group.

An unusual alliance, without a doubt.
The result was an unusual conference at
which many of those in attendance were
not CCEDNet members and were under
25 years of age. FINALY! was able to
funnel dozens of people to St. John’s,
many of them on leave from high school.
Add to that the burgeoning number of
current and former participants in

Action, CCEDNet’s internship
program (see p. 16, this edition), and the
whole conference temperament altered. It
was not a conference with young people
“on the side”; they were running it and
changing it make it address their needs, as
well as those of their colleagues.

If you go to conferences primarily to
feast on intricate matters of policy or

Create

practice, you might have come away a
little hungry; if you also go to celebrate
with past, current, and future colleagues,
you would have come away both
surprised and satisfied.

Most of the plenaries, and not a few of
the workshops, expressly concerned the
potential and problems for leveraging the
power of small communities and
organizations.

At the opening plenary on Thursday
morning, for example, everyone had
something to say about“smallness” and
how it is not to be taken as a synonym
for“weakness.” Rankin MacSween (New
Dawn Enterprises) suggested that city
skylines reveal where a society’s leader-
ship comes from. Yesterday’s churches
and public buildings are now overshad-
owed by corporate headquarters. But in
the future we will see structures that
symbolize building communities and
taking care of each other. Does that seem
a little breathtaking? Remember how
South Africans have risen out of
apartheid and Nelson Mandela’s advice
to them: the greatest fear is not that we
are too weak, but that we are truly
powerful.

The Advantage

The Power of Small
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bigger without losing the curious
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Doreen Parsons (Women’s Economic
Equality Society) acknowledged the
unsung contributions that women have
made to CED. Sisters Denise-Marie and
Jean and Monica Doyle were at the heart
and soul of Nova Scotia’s fabled
Antigonish Movement, building commu-
nities by assisting families. Françoise
Enguehard (Vivat Communications) also
commented on how people can miscon-
strue smallness. She witnessed the French-
speaking hamlets of western
Newfoundland, populations halved by the
cod moratorium, turning to their culture
and especially to their women to serve as
the basis for community recovery. In a
sense, size gives these places an unfair
advantage: they have no big investors to
satisfy.

Yet Conne River First Nation (on-
reserve population 850), on
Newfoundland’s south coast, must have
some big partners to work with. Between
Band-owned and private businesses,
Director of Economic Development
Gerard Joe reported, it has achieved a
GDP approaching $36 million and
virtually 100% employment. Work has
halted out-migration, but so has the
decision to pay considerably more than the
minimum wage for even entry-level jobs.
The Band understands that the vitality of
the community depends on increasing the
spending power of the employed as well as
collective wealth and investment.

Speaking at a pre-conference govern-
ment/practitioner dialogue about best
practices and policy development Penny
Rowe (Newfoundland-Labrador
Community Services Council) touched on
the same issue of smallness versus
weakness. She questioned what is often
bewailed as a“leadership gap” in commu-
nity activities. Are these truly gaps, or are
they a sign of the barriers, psychological
and otherwise, that keep a community’s
leaders from coming forward? Leadership
is there to be tapped, she maintained, and
organizations must ask if they too have
practices that keep the faucet from
“running.”

Many workshops went on to tangle
with what policies a small, but growing
organization like CCEDNet should
espouse. We don’t want to go off in all

directions. What will make a crucial
difference for disadvantaged communities
and build the organization, not deplete it?

In Vancouver last year, participants had
clearly articulated a need to broaden the
organization’s objectives to include items for
a wider“communities agenda” that would
build alliances on common issues with other
organizations. In St. John’s regional policy
workgroups presented a wide variety of
ideas. There were other, more systemic
suggestions as well. Should members pay
more attention to the so-called root causes
of poverty and of forgotten communities –
racism, the concentration of power, under-
employment as well as unemployment?

Easily the most memorable result in this
stream came at a discussion of federal
cutbacks to Status of Women Canada and
to women’s groups that engage in political
advocacy. This in a country in which, despite
an international reputation for justice and
quality of life, about 20% of children live in
poverty. To dramatize Canada’s failure to
confront these and other bits of “dirty
laundry,” the participants strung out a
“laundry line” across the rostrum during the
next plenary and from it hung disreputable-
looking pieces of clothing marked“Day
Care,”“Child Poverty,” etc.

CCEDNet’s Policy Council has its work
cut out for it! But an uneventful annual
general meeting may be a sign that
CCEDNet is ready for the next solid step.
The renewed bylaws and board election
system are a great improvement over our
experiences at Trois-Rivières in 2004.“The
governance has caught up with the growth
of the organization,” as Peter Hough
(Canadian Worker Co-op Federation)
observed.

Young people were right in the thick of
events from the word go. Members of
FINALY! and CCEDNet’s Emerging
Leaders group combined forces in one
workshop to help young people imagine
their role in community renewal. The
hypothetical hamlet of Faith Harbour faces
a crisis of depopulation, apathy, and
paralysis in leadership, despite some
significant assets. What would the people at
your table make happen? Many groups

Age Split

Résumé : Le pouvoir du petit

Le Congrès pancanadien 2007 était un
pari. Il a eu lieu à St-Jean, Terre-Neuve et
Labrador, bien loin des châteaux forts du
Réseau canadien de DÉC (RCDÉC) qui sont
au Canada central et de l’ouest. Les hôtes
sont une organisation qui jusqu’à présent
à été reconnue comme un très grand
groupe de jeunes.

[FINALY! – Futur jeunesse à Terre-Neuve
et Labrador] a étiré son identité et sa
capacité afin de coordonner l’événement.
Ce n’était pas une conférence où des 15 à
30 faisaient acte de présence, ils la gérait
et la changeait pour qu’elle réponde à
leurs besoins.

La majorité des plénières et plusieurs
des ateliers avaient trait à comment de
petites communautés et organisations
doivent travailler avec leur statut de petit
et l’utiliser comme une force et non une
faiblesse que nous laissons tomber en
« devenant grand ». Les congressistes ont
examiné les politiques qui permettront au
RCDÉC d’accroître ses membres et son
influence politique et comment il pourrait
travailler avec le gouvernement fédéral qui
est devenu remarquablement satisfait de
lui-même. Les animateurs ont présenté
des stratégies qu’ils utilisent pour faire le
lien entre les intérêts et énergies locales
et régionales : les Alliances de recherche
universités-communautés, la gestion des
pêcheries autochtones, les coopératives, le
crédit communautaire et les foires de
carrière.

Au cours des prochaines années, le
RCDÉC devra trouver une façon de faire
deux choses. Il doit grandir par
« l’intérieur » en augmentant sa capacité
à réaliser sa mission avec tant de
nouveaux membres. Il doit aussi grandir
vers « l’extérieur » en tentant de créer et
de nourrir des alliances avec les
mouvements de la justice sociale, de
l’environnement et les syndicats.

Futures in

Newfoundland and Labrador Youth
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recognized opportunities in tourism,
fisheries, and blueberries. Others perceived
the need for a wider, deeper, and longer
planning process.

Participants in another workshop later
the same day broke up into small groups to
invent a promotional strategy for a co-op,
often presented through inpromptu
theatre complete with wigs, boas, and
funny hats. Talk was liberally interspersed
with action; play was a primary way to
teach and to learn.

On both these occasions there was
hardly a soul present over 25. It was as if
some people said,“If it ain’t fun, I’m not
into it,” while others said,“If it’s going to be
fun, it’s not worth my while.” Happily, this
sort of self-imposed segregation was not
universal. There was a good range of ages
in sessions about mentorship and about
community internships. The latter turned
the spotlight on Action and
FedNor’s Youth Internship Program. It
was fascinating to hear the interns detail
their experiences and comment on the
strengths and weaknesses of their host
organizations. These are people who are
demonstrably not“breaking into” CED (as
the workshop was entitled) but exploring
it as a career path and, perhaps, as a way to
reshape the country they are inheriting.

“Youth and CED” was one workshop
stream;“Aboriginal CED” was another.
Straddling both was a presentation on the
Saskatchewan Native Theatre Company. It
was started as a way to involve unem-
ployed young Aboriginal people and to
strengthen the cultural bonds and
traditions of their community. Staff receive
training in and get paid for the various
tasks of the work, business as well as
theatrical. The Company is profitable and
enjoys a demand for its services even
outside the province. A major succession
strategy is underway that will turn over
the entire operation to younger folk,
among them the children of the current
actors.

The“other policy question,” the CED
movement’s uneasy relationship with the
State, was much in evidence. This was

Create

Allied, Absorbed,
or Co-opted?

especially the case at the Friday morning
plenary.

Dianne Kelderman and the Nova Scotia
Co-operative Council (NSCC) have been
unusually successful in their collaboration
with the provincial government. She
accounts this partly to“high sector buy-in.”
NSCC does not approach the government
alone, but in the company of a number of
allies whose total constituencies no elected
official can ignore. Nevertheless, she
warned,“We don’t ask for permission from
government to do what needs to be done.”

That presentation ran back-to-back
with a report by John Loxley (University of
Manitoba) about the on-going debate over
the role of social economy enterprises in
the delivery of Québec’s daycare and other
social services, where scale may have been
achieved at the cost of community control
and participation. Speaking from the floor,
Nancy Neamtan (

) objected. How can anyone claim
that daycare services have become“bu-
reaucratized,” she demanded, when they
did not even exist prior to the partnership
the Chantier struck with the provincial
government in 1996?

Other workshops detailed different
directions for CED partnership.

In one hotel room researchers and
practitioners met to consider what more to
expect from the social economy research
programs sponsored by the federal Social
Science and Humanities Research Council.
It appears that the Atlantic region is where
practitioners have the greatest say in the
choice and formulation of research
projects. That glowing report was con-
firmed by another workshop on
Community University Research Alliances.
Three speakers described alliances that the
Social Economy and Sustainability
Research Network (Mount Saint Vincent
University) has nurtured between commu-
nities and university researchers. Aligning
with a research body had brought tangible
improvements to the capacity of local
organizations: a transfer of knowledge,
greater influence on policy-makers, and
even better goods and/or services.

The expansion of solidarity finance in
Québec was addressed by the

and the
.

Chantier de l’économie
sociale

Réseau
québecois du credit communautaire
Société communautaire Lavalloise d’emprunt

On the Fringes

The one thing that no one could anticipate
was a cold front that descended on Atlantic
Canada the week of the conference. The
fog and drizzle that encased St. John’s
International Airport caused plane after
plane on Wednesday and Thursday to
cancel or re-route. Tired, frustrated
conferees began to pile up in Halifax
(photo, above). Some simply had to return
home. Significantly, most did not, adding
their names to standby lists, eating airport
food, and even sleeping on airport benches
in their determination to get through.

Some workshops had to be cancelled.
Just as often, colleagues of the missing
facilitators stepped into their shoes and ran
the workshops anyway. To top it all, 20
conferees stuck at Halifax’s Dartmouth
Hotel decided to hold their own “Fringe
Conference” while they waited. CCEDNet
saw to a room. Norm Greenberg
(Connections Clubhouse) arranged site
visits by cab to four social enterprises
around town. Éthel Côté (

) facilitated a 2-hour
discussion of CED principles, especially as
they relate to immigrants and refugees,
who made up about half the stranded
contingent. Several of them were among
the last to make St. John’s, on the Friday.
Now there’s perseverance for you. In the
end, a good 475 attended in all.

L’Art du

développement
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They presented a step-by-step approach to
establishing community loan funds. It was
telling that the first steps they recom-
mended were an assessment of the local
microcredit market and of the potential for
supportive coalitions of investors, clients,
and donors.

Many people reported serious discrepan-
cies between the way some workshops were
entitled and summarized in the conference
program, and what they were actually
about. One Friday workshop, said to
concern“employment needs,” turned out to
be a rip-roaring introduction to the
essentials of CED, culled from the
facilitator’s experience of employment
support for disabled people. This was an

Making Workshops Work

next the fiddlers played up a storm for
Irish dancers; and finally, the drummers
joined in with the fiddlers and the dancers.
But it was Thursday night that topped it
all. One bunch of conferees got dinner and
then a medley of Newfoundland and
Labradorean music, comedy, and dance at
the old Majestic Theatre. Another bunch
hit the pubs. Other cities have food courts;
St. John’s has its bar courts, and most of
them are located on a twisting 2-block
stretch of George Street just five minutes
from the hotel. Conferees dined on fish
and chips, then worked them off with Irish
dancing lessons, and eventually“crawled”
all over Trapper John’s pub hunting for
treasures in its collection of eccentric
memorabilia, including schooners, snake
skins, drumheads, and even a mounted
deer’s backside. Now that was a party!

diversity, can offer. Flo Frank, while
delighting in that, observed that we have
spent the last few years building the
network“outward.”“Now we must build it

,” she advised, and enhance its
capacity to accomplish its mission. Paul
Wilkinson, also from Saskatchewan, took a
different tack in light of the last ten years
in Québec and the U.S.A. Nancy
Neamtan and Francois Lamarche
( ) had
hosted a discussion one afternoon about
the links between social economy and
other social movements in Québec since
1996. Just last August in Washington, D.C.
the National Congress for Community
Economic Development closed its doors.
After 35 years, this builder and co-
ordinator of community development
corporations had come to an end.

Both these experiences demonstrate the
necessity to get beyond CED per se, to go
forth and find its fellow-travellers, whether
in labour, social justice, or environmental
movements,“to change the rules and end
homelessness and poverty.”

Significantly, while he and most of the
other bleary-eyed Come From Aways
packed their bags that afternoon, over 60
members of FINALY! and Emerging
Leaders were still at it. They crammed into
a ballroom and used a (cranky) web-cam to
link up with Jennifer Corriero in Toronto.
At the ripe old age of 20 she co-founded
the 100,000-member Taking It Global
internet community. With this awe-
inspiring example before them, the
conferees imagined how they too could
make a contribution.“If there’s something
in my community that I could change or
improve, what would it be?” They then
split into a variety of Creative Thinking
Labs and fashioned“products” from
balloons, plasticine, tape, and buttons to
represent their ideas.

Reinforcements have arrived, folks.
Hang on to your hats.

inward

Confédération des syndicates nationaux
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inspiration, well-reasoned, passionate, even
hilarious. Just think how different – even
larger – the audience might have been if
everybody knew what the workshop was
really about!

So it would be wise for presenters to
take more care in their proposals.
Workshop descriptions are a kind of
bargain they strike with participants:“If
you promise to read this (carefully), I
promise to deliver it.” That may necessitate
that descriptions follow a template that
specifies subject, process, primary audience,
and the required level of experience and
expertise. More work for everybody, to be
sure, but the greater discipline may be
worth it.

Of course, plenty of enrichment took
place outside the workshops. Wednesday
night’s opening ceremonies followed an
“accumulative” format. First up were 20-
odd fiddlers; then came Innu drummers;

What the Future Holds

The close of the conference saw many
people return to the enigma of smallness,
and how we, as communities or move-
ments, get bigger without losing the
curious power so latent in Small.

Rankin, one of the two dozen conferees
with 20 or more years of CED experience,
reflected on the clutch of pioneers who
attended Canada’s first, tiny CED
conference in Wolfville, N.S. That was in
1975. To that gathering he owed two
inseparable things, language and compan-
ionship. In mixing with others, then and
since, he has found many of the words to
express exactly what he was experiencing
at the“end of the earth” in Cape Breton.
This gave and gives him a sense of
liberation and of peace.

That’s what a national practitioner
network, growing both in numbers and

There is a necessity to get beyond CED per se, to go forth & find its
fellow-travellers, whether in labour, social justice, or environmental
movements, “to change the rules & end homelessness & poverty.”




